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Abstract

Probabilistic hash functions that hide all partial information on their input were recently
introduced. This new cryptographic primitive can be regarded as a function that o ers \perfect
one-wayness", in the following sense: Having access to the function value on some input is
equivalent to having access only to an oracle that answers \yes" if the correct input is queried,
and answers \no" otherwise.
Constructions of this primitive (originally called oracle hashing and here re-named perfectly
one-way functions) were given based on certain strong variants of the Die-Hellman assumption.
In this work we present several constructions of perfectly one-way functions; some constructions
are based on claw-free permutation, and others are based on any one-way permutation. One of
our constructions is simple and ecient to the point of being attractive from a practical point
of view.
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1 Introduction
Traditionally, one-way functions only guarantee that it is infeasible to compute an entire preimage of
a given function value. It is not ruled out that the output of a one-way function `leaks' substantial
information on its preimage (say, half of the bits of the preimage). In fact, any deterministic
function f inevitably yields some information on its preimage (since f (x) is by itself information
on x).
Sometimes, however, one wants to make sure that the function value determines a unique
preimage, while yielding no information on this preimage. (Of course, at least one of these seemingly
contradictory requirements would hold only in a computational sense.) This \perfect one-wayness"
property is very attractive in the context of cryptographic hashing, where one wants to make
sure that the hash value yields as little information as possible on the preimage. (In fact, it is
often assumed in practice, without mathematical justi cation, that existing collision-resistant hash
functions such as MD5 and SHA [14, 16] have this property.)
In an attempt to capture this property, the following cryptographic primitive, called oracle
hashing and re-named here as perfectly one-way hash functions was proposed in [3]. These are
families of probabilistic functions; A function h in the family is chosen at random, xed and let
known for the entire computation. Yet, h incorporates additional intrinsic randomness, so that
two applications of h on the same input yield di erent outputs. It is this randomization that
allows to require (and achieve) \perfect one-wayness". For meaningfulness a veri cation algorithm
V is required, that recognizes good hashes. That is, V (x; h(x)) = accept, and each hash value is
accepted only with a unique preimage. (The second property is captured by requiring that it is
infeasible to nd collisions x; y; c such that V (x; c) = V (y; c) = accept.)
The \perfect one-wayness" property is captured roughly as follows. Let Ix be the indicator
oracle that answers 1 on query x and answers 0 otherwise. Then evaluating any predicate of the
input x given h(x) is no easier than evaluating this predicate given only access to Ix . Intuitively,
this means that the only way to gather any information on x given h(x) is by exhaustively searching
the domain for a value x such that V (x; h(x)) = 1.
We remark that perfect one-wayness is reminiscent of semantic security of encryption functions
[10]: \whatever can be computed given the ciphertext can be computed from scratch". Indeed,
when the input is taken uniformly from a large domain (or, more generally, when the min-entropy
of the input distribution grows super-logarithmically) then the two notions are equivalent. Yet, the
veri ability property allows the adversary to exhaustively search the domain for the correct input.
Thus, when the domain is small (or when some inputs have non-negligible probability) then the
input value may be recovered in full and semantic security is not maintained.
Some formulations of perfect one-wayness are presented in [3]. Here we present yet another
formulation, that is easy to work with, and implies the corresponding ones there. Several parameters
emerge as salient when discussing perfect one-wayness. One is the input distribution; solutions that
work with one distribution may not work with others (of course, it is harder in general to maintain
perfect one-wayness when the input distribution has low min-entropy). Another parameter is the
number of independently generated hash values of the same input seen by the adversary. Other
parameters are discussed within.
At the end of the Introduction we describe some applications of perfectly one-way hash functions.
In [3] a construction based on number-theoretic assumptions, speci cally some variants of the the
Die-Hellman Indistinguishability (or, Decisional Die-Hellman) assumption, is given. In addition,
some simple constructions based on existing cryptographic hash functions are suggested. Yet, these
constructions make strong assumptions on the hash functions in use.
In this work we construct perfectly one-way hash functions based on general complexity as2

sumptions. A rst construction assumes the existence of regular collision-resistant hash functions
(which can in turn be constructed from claw-free permutation pairs [7]). This construction satis es
perfect one-wayness in a statistical sense; no computational assumptions are involved. Yet, veri ability (i.e., collision-resistance) is met only computationally. The construction is simple: Given a
permutation  chosen at random from a 2-universal permutation family on f0; 1gn (see [4]), and a
regular, length reducing collision-resistant hash function `, let h(x;  ) = h; `( (x))i. Veri cation
is straightforward. (Here we use the convention that the second input of h stands for the intrinsic
randomness.) Given any claw-free permutation
pair, and for any  > 0 we build collision resistant

n
n
regular hash functions `: f0; 1g ! f0; 1g , resulting in perfect
one-way hash functions that are secure for any input distribution such that maxx Prfxg < 2?n . This construction resists adversaries
that see up to n hash values of the same input for any  < .
This construction can also use existing collision-resistant hash functions such as MD5 and SHA
to yield a construction that is practically very appealing. (Here the only assumptions on the
`cryptographic hash function' in use is collision-resistance and regularity.)
A second construction assumes only existence of one-way permutations. It provides perfect
one-wayness only computationally, whereas veri ability is met unconditionally. The construction
resists adversaries that see any polynomial number of hash values of the same input; this number
does not have to be known in advance. However, it only works for uniformly distributed inputs.
This construction uses a new primitive: families of pseudorandom generators that are also
collision-free. We construct such pseudorandom generators given any one-way permutation, generalizing the [9] construction of hard-core predicates. (We present two such constructions. In both
constructions collision-freeness holds in a statistical sense; that is, collisions do not exist, except
for negligible probability.) From collision-free generators we construct collision-free pseudorandom
function families (PRFs), generalizing the [8] construction. (Here a function family is collision-free
if there almost never exist two functions f; g in the family and a value x such that f (x) = g (x).)
Given a collision-free PRF family ffk g, we set h(x; r) = hr; fx(r)i.
Finally we describe how to combine the above two constructions to obtain \the best of both
worlds". That is, we obtain a construction
(based on claw-free pairs) that withstands any input
distribution where maxx Prfxg < 2?n , and where the adversary may see any (unknown a-priori)
polynomial number of hash values of the same input.
We remark that in [3] another strong variant of perfect one-wayness, namely perfect one-wayness
with respect to a-priori information, is de ned. None of our constructions meets that de nition.
Coming up with a construction that meets this requirement based on general complexity assumptions is an interesting open problem.

Applications of perfectly one-way hashing. First and foremost, perfect one-way hashing

seems interesting in its own right. In addition, several applications are described in [3]. One is
for transforming an encryption scheme designed by [1] in the idealized Random Oracle Model to
a real-life encryption scheme. Another application is to constructing signature schemes where the
signature by itself does not yield any information on the signed document.
Another interesting application (not mentioned in [3]) is to constructing commitment schemes:
To commit to a value m given a perfectly one-way hash function h, choose a (suciently long)
random value  and let the commitment be h(; m; r) (here `;' denotes concatenation, and r is
the intrinsic randomness of h). To de-commit, simply publicize  and m. It is straightforward to
see that the resulting commitment scheme is semantically secure, since the input (; m) to h has
large min-entropy (even if the message m can be only 0 or 1). Consequently, the constructions
here imply alternatives to known non-interactive commitment schemes with unconditional secrecy,
3

based on claw-free pairs. A commitment scheme with similar properties and based on somewhat
weaker assumptions is given in [11, 6].
Yet another application is to key-exchange protocols, where one wants to publicize a hash of a
secret key to verify that all legitimate parties have the same key while making sure that the hash
value reveals no information to an adversary who does not know the key.

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 3 we formally de ne

perfect one-way hashing. In section 2 we recall some de nitions from probability theory and review
the technical tools we use. Finally, in Sections 4, 5 and 6 we present our constructions.

2 Preliminaries
Let X and Y be random variables over a set D. We denote by kX k the in nity norm of X , i.e.,
kX k = maxfPrfX = ag: a 2 Dg. The min-entropy of X is ? log kX k. X and Y are independent
(written X ? Y ) if for any a and b, PrfX = a; Y = bg = PrfX = ag PrfY = bg. For any subset
A  D, let X jA be the conditional distribution de ned by PrfX = ajAg = PrfX = ag= PrfAg
if a 2 A and PrfX = ajAg = 0 otherwise. The uniform probability distribution over set D is
denoted by UD . When D = f0; 1gn we simply write Un instead of Uf0;1gn . Notice that for any
subset A  D, UD jA = UA . For any subset of the real numbers S , the diameter of S is de ned by
diam(S ) = maxx;y2S jx ? y j.
Let X and Y be twoPrandom variables over D. The statistical di erence between X and Y is
de ned by (X; Y ) = 21 a2D j PrfX = ag? PrfY = agj. The statistical di erence is a metric, i.e.,
for any random variables X; Y and Z , the following three properties are satis ed: (X; X ) = 0,
(X; Y ) = (Y; X ) and (X; Z )  (X; Y ) + (Y; Z ) (triangle inequality). Notice that for any
(possibly randomized) function , and any random variables X and Y , ((X ); (Y ))  (X; Y ).
In particular, if  is a bijection ((X ); (Y )) = (X; Y ). For any X1 ; X2; Y1 ; Y2 such that
X1 ? X2 and Y1 ? Y2, (X1; X2 ; Y1 ; Y2 ) = (X1 ; Y1 ) + (X2 ; Y2). For any random variable
X and set A we have (X jA; X ) = 1 ? PrfAg.
In the next two subsections we review the two main technical tools used in our constructions:
2-universal hash functions and pseudo-randomness.

2.1 Universal Hashing

A function family from D to R is a set F of functions with common domain D and range R. A
2-universal function family is a function family F from D to R such that for any x; y 2 D, the
random variable ((x); (y )) de ned by a randomly chosen  2 F has the same distribution as
if  were chosen uniformly at random from the set RD of all functions from D to R (i.e., for all
x 6= y in D and all a; b 2 R, jf 2 F j (x) = a; (y) = bgj = jFj=jRj2). Usually D = f0; 1gn and
R = f0; 1gm for some m < n, and F is called a 2-universal hash function family.
A function g : D ! R is regular if the random variable g (x) de ned by a uniformly distributed
x 2 D, is uniform over R, i.e., for all y 2 R it holds jg ?1(y)j = jDj=jRj. Notice that if F is a
2-universal function family and g is regular, then Fg = fg (()) j  2 Fg is also 2-universal.
For any positive integer k, given a 2-universal function family F from D to R, a 2-universal
function family with the same domain and range Rk can be de ned as follows:
n
o
F k = : D ! Rk j(x) = 1(x); 2(x); : : : ; k (x) for some 1; : : :k 2 F :
The following lemma (see [12]) asserts that 2-universal hash function families can be used to
smooth the min-entropy of a random variable X .
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Lemma 1 (Leftover Hash Lemma) Let H be a 2-universal hash function family with domain
D and range R and let X be a random variable over D. The distribution hUH; UH (X )i, satis es
(hUH; UH (X )i ; hUH ; URi)  (kX k  jRj) = = (kX k=kURk) = :
A 2-universal permutation family is a set of permutations P over some set D such that for any
x; y 2 D the random variable ((x); (y)) de ned by a randomly chosen  2 P has the same
1 2

1 2

distribution as if  were chosen uniformly at random from the set of all permutation over D. (i.e.,
for all x 6= y in D and all a 6= b in R, jf 2 P j  (x) = a;  (y ) = bgj = jPj=(jRj2 ? jRj)). Every
2-universal permutation family can be extended to a 2-universal function family as follows.

Lemma 2 For any 2-universal permutation family P over D, there exists a 2-universal function
family F containing P such that (UP ; UF ) = 1=jDj.
Proof: Let C be the set of all constant functions from D to D (i.e., C = fcxgx2D where cx: D ! D
is the function de ned by cx (y ) = x). De ne F to be the disjoint union of P with jPj=(jDj ? 1)
copies of C . It can be easily proved that F is a 2-universal function family. Moreover, (UP ; UF ) =
(UF jP ; UF ) = 1 ? jPj=jFj = jCj=jPj = 1=jDj. 2
As an example, the set P = fa;b j a; b 2 f0; 1gn; a =
6 0n ; a;b(x) = ax + bg (where the
n
operations are computed in GF (2 )) is a 2-universal permutation family over f0; 1gn. The set
F = fa;b j a; b 2 f0; 1gn; a;b(x) = ax + bg is a 2-universal function family and (UP ; UF ) = 2?n .

2.2 Cryptographic Primitives

A function f (n) is negligible in n (written f (n) n 0) if for any polynomial p there exists an n0 such
that for all n > n0 we have f (n)  1=p(n). Given two functions f (n) and g (n) we write f n g if
jf (n) ? g(n)j is negligible in n.
A probability ensemble is a sequence fXn g of random variables Xn over f0; 1gn. We say that
fXng is well-spread if kXnk is negligible in n. Two probability ensemble fXng and fYn g are
computationally indistinguishable if for all PPT predicate A, PrfA(Xn)g n PrfA(Yn )g.
A function ensemble with key space fKn g and output length (n) is a sequence F of function
families F (n) = ffk gk2Kn such that for all k 2 Kn , fk : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g(n). F is collision resistant if
for any PPT algorithm A, the probability Prk2Kn fA(k) = (x; y ): x 6= y; fk (x) = fk (y )g is negligible
in n. Notice that for fk being collision resistant, the output length must be super-logarithmic in
n, i.e., lim log n =(n) = 0. F is regular if for all k 2 Kn , fk (Un) = U(n) . F is a permutation
ensembles if (n) = n and for all k 2 Kn , fk is a permutation. F is a hash function ensemble if
(n) < n. Collision-resistance is usually interesting for hash function ensembles. A function (resp.
permutation) ensemble F = fF (n) g is 2-universal if for all n, F (n) is a 2-universal function (resp.
permutation) family.
In the rest of the paper we use the convention that calligraphic letters (e.g., F ) denote function
ensembles, superscripted uppercase letter (e.g., F (n) ) denote the corresponding function families,
and lowercase letters (e.g., f ) denote the functions in the families. Sometimes, with abuse of
notation, lowercase letters are used also as the keys denoting the corresponding functions. F is
polynomial time computable if there exist a PPT key generation algorithm K which on input 1n
outputs distribution UKn and a polynomial time evaluation algorithm F such that F (k; x) = fk (x)
for all key k 2 Kn and input x 2 f0; 1gn. All function ensembles we consider in this paper are
assumed to be polynomial time computable.
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A length preserving polynomial time computable function f : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g is one-way if for
any PPT algorithm A, PrfA(f (Un)) 2 f ?1 (f (Un ))g n 0. A polynomial time computable predicate
B is hard-core for f if for all PPT A, PrfA(f (Un)) = B(Un )g n 1=2. A one-way function f is
padded if f (x; r) = f 0(x); r for all input jxj = jrj and some function f 0 . In [9], the predicate
B(x; r) = hx  yi (i.e. the inner product mod 2 of x and r) is shown to be a hard-core for any
padded one-way function f (x; r).
A claw-free permutation pair is a pair (F ; G ) of polynomial time computable permutation ensembles with common key space fKn g such that for any PPT algorithm A, Prk2Kn fA(k) =
x; y s.t. fk (x) = gk (y)g n 0. A pseudo-random generator (PRG) is a deterministic polynomial time
algorithm G such that jG(x)j = p(jxj) for some polynomial p(n) > n and G(Un ) is computationally
indistinguishable from Up(n) . A pseudo-random function (PRF) ensemble is a polynomial time computable function ensemble fF (n) g with output length (n) = n such that for any PPT predicate
A() with oracle access to a function f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gn, Prf 2F n fAf (1n)g n Prf 2G n fAf (1n)g,
where G(n) is the set of all functions from f0; 1gn to f0; 1gn.
( )

( )

3 Perfectly One-Way hashing: De nitions
We rst de ne publicly veri able probabilistic hash functions and then add the perfect one-wayness
requirement. Informally a publicly veri able hash function is a probabilistic function h(x) such that
there exists a publicly known veri cation algorithm V that `recognizes good hashes'. That is, V
accepts the hashes produced by h, and it is computationally hard to nd collisions, i.e., two di erent
strings x 6= y and a hash c such that V accepts c as a good hash of both x and y .
For simplicity we formulate the de nitions in a non-uniform complexity setting. That is, all
PPT adversaries are polynomial-size circuits (of course, the algorithms we propose are in uniform
PPT). Notice that if collisions exist, a non-uniform adversary can have such collisions wired in
its circuit. Therefore, our formalization requires the introduction of function families (see [5] for
details).
A probabilistic function family ensemble (or in short family ensemble) with key space fKn g,
randomness fRn g and output length (n) is an ensemble H = fH (n)gn2N of function families
H (n) = fhk gk2Kn such that for all k 2 Kn, hk : f0; 1gn  Rn ! f0; 1g(n). We often use hk (x) as
a shorthand for the random variable hk (x; URn ).1 Ensemble H is polynomial time computable if
there exist PPT sampling algorithms which on input 1n output probability distributions Kn and
URn respectively, and a polynomial time evaluation algorithm H such that H (k; x; r) = hk (x; r) for
all key k 2 Kn , randomizer r 2 Rn and input string x 2 f0; 1gn. All family ensembles considered
in this paper are assumed to be polynomial time computable.

De nition 1 A family ensemble H = fH n gn2N, H n = fhk gk2Kn is publicly veri able if there
( )

( )

exists a polynomial time veri cation algorithm V satisfying the following two conditions for all but
nitely many n:

 Completeness: For all key k 2 Kn, input x and randomizer r 2 Rn, V (k; x; hk(x; r)) = accept.
 Collision resistance: For any PPT adversary A, the probability (over the random choice of
k 2 Kn) that A(k) outputs x 6= y and c such that both V (k; x; c) and V (k; y; c) accept, is
negligible in n.
1

We assume that n can be inferred from any k 2 Kn ; thus it need not be explicitly denoted in hk and elsewhere.

6

Remark 1 The collision resistance requirement in the previous de nition can be strengthened or

weakened in various ways. For example, we can ask that collisions do not exists at all2 . Alternatively, we can relax the collision resistance requirement to second image collision resistance, i.e., for
any input x 2 f0; 1gn and any adversary A the probability (over the choice of k 2 Kn ) that A(k; x)
outputs y; c such that x 6= y and x; y; c is a collision is negligible in n. (See [13] for details.)
All probabilistic hash functions H considered in this paper have public randomness, i.e., hk (x; r) =
hr; h0k(x; r)i for some function h0k . In this case, the veri cation algorithm is straightforward (V (k; x; hr; zi)
accepts i h0k (x; r) = z ) and the correctness condition becomes: for any PPT adversary A,
Prk2Kn fA(k) = hx; y ; ri: x 6= y; h0k (x; r) = h0k (y; r)g n 0.
We turn to de ning perfect one wayness. Here we present two alternative notions. One notion, called semantic perfect one-wayness (see De nition 2), formalizes in a straightforward way the
intuitive concept presented in the Introduction. It is attractive in being intuitive, and in being
reminiscent of semantic security of encryption functions [10]. The other notion (De nition 3) is
somewhat reminiscent of \security by indistinguishability" of encryption functions [10, 7]. It introduces a sequence of variants, where each variants implies the preceding ones. All of these variants
imply semantic perfect one-wayness. The second notion is also easier to work with; we prove perfect
one-wayness of our constructions using this notion. Unlike the case of encryption functions, here
we do not know whether the above notions are all equivalent. We suspect they are not.
Another, seemingly stronger notion is perfect one wayness with auxiliary information. This notion,
addressed in [3], is concerned with an adversary who may already have some auxiliary partial
information on the input x, and makes sure that the hash value, h(x), does not give the adversary
any extra information. We do not deal with that notion in this paper.
Using any of these notions, two variants of perfect one-wayness can be considered. A strong
requirement makes sure that perfect one-wayness is achieved by any function hk , k 2 Kn ; here the
key k is used only to achieve collision resistance and security is achieved by the randomizer r 2 Rn
alone. A weak requirement allows the security to depend on the random choice of k as well. The
strong requirement has the advantage that k and r can be chosen by two di erent parties, where
one interested in maintaining collision resistance and the other is interested in perfect one-wayness.
(For instance, this property is required for the commitment scheme described in the Introduction.)
Yet in other scenarios the weak notion may be just as useful. The de nitions below make the strong
requirement.
For the rst de nition, let Ix be the indicator oracle: Ix (y ) = 1 if y = x, and Ix (y ) = 0
otherwise.
De nition 2 Let X = fXngn2N be a distribution ensemble. A family ensemble H = fH (n)gn2N,
H (n) = fhk gk2Kn is semantically perfectly one-way (POW) with respect to fXng if for any PPT
adversary C 0 there exists a PPT adversary C such that for any predicate P (x),




max PrfC 0 (hk (Xn )) = P (Xn )g ? PrfC IXn () = P (Xn )g n 0:
k2K
n

If H is semantically POW with respect to any fXn g then it is semantically POW.
De nition 3 Let t : N ! N, and let X = fXngn2N be a distribution ensemble. A family ensemble
H = fH (n)gn2N, H (n) = fhk gk2Kn is t(n)-value perfectly one-way (POW) with respect to X if for
all PPT distinguishers D,


max
Pr
f
D
(
h
(
x;
r
)
;
:::;
h
(
x;
r
))
=
1
g
?
Pr
f
D
(
h
(
x
;
r
)
;
:::;
h
(
x
;
r
))
=
1
g
n 0
k
1
k
k 1 1
k t(n) t(n)
t(n)
k2K
n

2

This makes sense because hk (x; r) is not required to shorten the input
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where x; x1; :::; xt(n) are drawn independently from Xn , and r1; :::; rt(n) are drawn independently
from URn .

We note that De nition 3 makes sense only if X is a well-spread distribution ensemble, otherwise
a publicly veri able ensemble cannot be even 2-value POW. (Recall that fXn g is well-spread if
kXnk n 0.)
If H is nd -value POW with respect to X and all d > 0 then we say that H is multi-value POW. An
alternative formulation of this last requirement follows. An adversary is given access to an oracle,
and wishes to distinguish between the following two experiments: In the rst experiment, a value
x is chosen from a prede ned distribution and xed throughout; each time the oracle is queried it
responds with hk (x; r) where r is an independently chosen random input. In the second experiment,
the oracle answers each query with hk (x; r) where both r and x are independently chosen from their
respective distributions. It is required that the adversary will be unable to distinguish between the
two experiments, except for negligible probability.
It is easy to see that if H is t-value POW with respect to some distribution, then it is also
0t -value POW with respect to the same distribution for any t0 < t. In addition, the following
implication holds.

Proposition 1 If a family ensemble H is 2-value POW with respect to some distribution ensemble
X then it is semantically POW with respect to X .
Proof:(sketch) Let fXngn2N be a distribution ensemble. We show that for every adversary C 0 there
exists an adversary C and a distinguisher D such that for every n and k 2 Kn and all predicates
P,
PrfC 0 (hk (x; r)) = P (x)g ? PrfC Ix () = P (x)g
 2(PrfD(hk (x; r); hk(x; r0)g ? PrfD(hk (x; r); hk(x0; r0))g):
where x; x0 are independently drawn from Xn and r; r0 are independently drawn from URn . The
q

Proposition follows.
Let C 0 be an adversary that given a hash hk (x; r) output a single bit. Let C () be the adversary
that, given k, randomly selects an x 2 Xn , and outputs C 0 (hk (x)). Let D(y0 ; y1) be the distinguisher
that outputs 1 i C 0 (y0 ) = C 0 (y1 ). For every x 2 Xn de ne Qx = PrfC 0 (hk (x)) = 1g. We have
PrfC 0 (hk (x)) = P (x)g ? PrfC Ix () = P (x)g
= PrfC 0 (hk (x; r)) = P (x)g ? PrfC 0 (hk (x0; r)) = P (x)g
 (hC 0(hk (x; r)); xi ; hC 0(hk (x0; r)); xi)
= Exp
x[jQx ? Expx [Qx ]j]
q
 Varx[Qx]
q
= 2(PrfD(hk (x; r); hk(x; r0)g ? PrfD(hk (x; r); hk(x0; r0))g):

2

4 A Construction Based on Universal Hashing
In this section we construct a t-value POW hash-function for t which is not too large (say t(n) = n
for some  < 1) with respect to any distribution fXn g with suciently large min-entropy. The
8

construction is very simple: Given an input string x, randomize it using a permutation chosen from
a 2-universal family, and hash down the result using a regular collision-resistant hash function.
The output-length has to be suciently smaller than the min-entropy of the input distribution.
Therefore, the more we compress the less min-entropy is required in the input distribution (yet the
harder it is to guarantee collision-resistance). This construction achieves perfect one-wayness in a
statistical (rather than a computational) sense.

Theorem 1 Let L = fL n g be a collision-resistant regular hash function ensemble with output
length  = (n), let P be a 2-universal permutation ensemble and let t = t(n) be some positive
integer valued function such that n  (t + 1)  . The probabilistic function ensemble H with key
` 2 L n and randomness  2 P n de ned by h` (x; ) = h; `((x))i is t-value POW with respect
to any input distributions fXn g with min-entropy ? log kXn k  (t + 1)  .
Proof: Clearly H is collision-resistant because given an h`-collision (x; y; ) we can easily compute
an `-collision ( (x);  (y)). We now prove that H is t-value POW. For simplicity we concentrate on
the case t = 2. Let fXn g be a probability ensemble with min-entropy  = (n) = ? log kXn k  3.
We show that for every ` 2 L n the statistical di erence
( )

( )

( )

( )

(1)
(h` (Xn ; UP n ); h`(Xn ; UP0 n ) ; h` (Xn ; UP n ); h`(Xn0 ; UP0 n ))
between a pair of independent hashes of the same message and a pair of hashes of independently
chosen messages is negligible in n.
By Lemma 2, P (n) can be extended to a 2-universal function family F (n)  P (n) such that
(UF n ; UP n ) = 2?n . Then, repeatedly applying the triangle inequality and using the fact that
(A(UP n ) ; A(UF n ))  (UP n ; UF n ) = 2?n for any (possibly randomized) function A, we
bound the statistical di erence in (1) with
(2)
(h` (Xn; UF n ); h` (Xn ; UF0 n ) ; h` (Xn ; UF n ); h`(Xn0 ; UF0 n )) + 4  2?n :
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

De ne the 2-universal function family G(n) = (F`(n) )2 (recall that F`(n) is the 2-universal family
f`(()) j  2 Fg). Applying the triangle inequality again, we bound the rst term of (2) with the
sum of the following two quantities:

(h` (Xn; UF n ); h` (Xn ; UF0 n ) ; UF n ; U; UF0 n ; U0 ) = (UG n ; UG n (Xn ) ; UG n ; U2)
 2 ?  2?=2
(UF n ; U; UF0 n ; U0 ; h(Xn ; UF n ); h(Xn0 ; UF0 n )) = 2(UF n ; UF n (Xn ) ; UF n ; U)
 2  2 ?  2  2?2=2
where the inequalities follow from Lemma 1. Finally, notice that since ` is collision-resistant,
 = (n) is super-logarithmic (i.e., lim (n)= log(n) = 1) and therefore 42?n +2?(n)=2 +22?2(n)=2
is negligible in n.
The proof of the theorem for a general value of t is a straightforward generalization of the proof
for t = 2. The precise statement obtained in this way is that for any probability ensemble fXn g
with min-entropy ? log kXn k  (t + 1)   the statistical di erence between t independent hashes
of the same message and t hashes of independently chosen messages is bounded by
2  k  2?n + 2?=2 + k  2?(k)=2
which is still negligible in n. 2
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

2

( )

( )

( )

( )

2

( )

( )

2
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( )

( )

( )

We now show how to obtain a regular collision-resistant hash function ensemble H from any clawfree permutation pair fF 0; F 1g: For any pair of functions (f 0 ; f 1), and any string r = r1    rm 2
f0; 1gm, de ne the function
f [r](x) = f r (f r    f rm (x)):
Let the key space of fF 0; F 1g be fKn0 g and let p() be some polynomial. De ne the function
ensemble H with key space fKn+p(n) g = fKn0 g by hk (x; r) def
= fkr (x) for every k 2 Kn+p(n) , f0; 1g 2
f0; 1gn and r 2 f0; 1gp(n), It is immediate that for any polynomial p0 (), the function ensemble H is
both regular and collision-resistant. Using H (for p(n) = O(n1=(? ))) in Theorem 1 we obtain the
following corollary:
Corollary
1 If claw-free permutation pairs exists, then for every constants  > 0 > 0 there is an
0
n -value POW hash function with respect to any distribution fXn g such that min-entropy(Xn) > n .
Remark 2 The POW hash function just de ned (and the commitment scheme based on it, as described in the Introduction) use the same basic ingredients used by the commitment scheme described
in [11, 6]: collision-resistant hashing and 2-universal functions. However, the two construction are
di erent both in the way these two tools are combined, and in the goal achieved by the resulting functions. In particular, the commitment scheme there does not need the hash function to be regular;
yet it does not achieve (or attempt to achieve) perfect one-wayness.
1

2

5 A PRF-Based Construction
In this section we present a multi-value POW function ensemble with respect to the uniform input
distribution. This construction only assumes that one way permutations exist. In addition, this
construction achieves collision resistance in a statistical (rather than a computational) sense.
The main idea is to use the input x as the key to a pseudo-random function [8] and output the
value of the function on a random point r. I.e., h(x) = hr; fx(r)i, where r is chosen uniformly at
random and ffk g is a PRF ensemble. It easily follows from the de nition of a PRF ensemble that
the probabilistic hash function h(x) = hr; fx(r)i satis es multi-value security for the uniform input
distribution. However, h(x) is not necessarily collision-resistant since it might be possible to nd
collisions of the form x; y; r such that fx (r) = fy (r). For example fk might ignore the last bit of k
(and still be pseudo-random). In this case, any triplet x0; x1; r (i.e., x0 and x1 di er only in their
last bit) is a collision hr; fx0(r)i = hr; fx1(r)i.
In order to obtain collision resistance we use the notion of a collision-resistant PRF tribe. This
is a set of PRF families, where given a random family from the tribe it is hard to nd two functions
f; g in the family and an input x such that f (x) = g(x). The formal de nition follows:
n

o

De nition 4 A PRF tribe ensemble (with tribe keys t 2 fTng) is a sequence of sets fFt n gt2fTng n2N
of function families Ft n = ffkt g with common key space Kn and output length (n) = n such that
( )

for any polynomial size adversary A,

Pr fAfkt () (t)g ? Prn fAf ()(t)g n 0
max
t2Tn k2Kn
f 2G
( )

where G(n) is the set of all functions from f0; 1gn to f0; 1gn.
fFt(n)g is collision-resistant if for any polynomial size adversary A,
Pr fA(t) = x; k; k0: k 6= k0 ; fkt (x) = fkt0 (x)g n 0:
t2T
n

10

( )

Finally, Ft(n) is one-to-one if for every x; y there exists at most one k such that fkt (x) = y .

The following theorem easily follows from the de nitions.

Theorem 2 Let fFt n g be a collision-resistant PRF tribe ensemble with tribe keys Ln and function
keys f0; 1gn. The probabilistic function ensemble H with key ` 2 Ln and randomness r 2 f0; 1gn
de ned by h` (x; r) = hr; fx` (r)i, is multi-value POW with respect to the uniform input distribution.
Moreover, if fFt n g is one-to-one then H is one-to-one.
Remark 3 Notice that in De nition 4 the pseudo-randomness of a function fkt does not rely on the
( )

( )

random choice of the tribe-key t. Therefore, the perfect one-wayness of each hash function h` (x; r)
in Theorem 2 does not rely on the choice of the key `. As described in Section 3, such a property
is needed for some of the applications of POW hash-functions.
Nevertheless, we also consider a weaker de nition of a PRF tribe ensemble where the tribe-key
is important for pseudo-randomness. I.e., to require that for any polynomial size adversary A,
fkt () (t)g n
f
A
Pr
t2T ;k2K
n

n

Pr

t2Tn;f 2G(n)

fAf  (t)g
()

Now the hash-function h` (x; r) of Theorem 2 is somewhat weaker than a POW hash-function.
However, such a function h might still be sucient for some applications.

5.1 Collision Resistant PRF Families

We now show how to build collision-free PRF tribe ensemble given any one way permutation.
Collision resistance (or, rather, collision-freeness) holds in a strong statistical sense: we de ne a
PRF tribe ensemble fFt(n) gn2N;t2Tn such that if t is chosen at random from Tn then Ft(n) is 1-1
with very high probability.
Our construction of a PRF ensemble is a variant of the Goldreich-Goldwasser-Micali (GGM)
pseudo random function [8]. In the GGM construction, a PRF family is built from a length doubling
PRG G(x) = G0(x); G1(x). We note that in their construction, if G0(x) and G1(x) are collision-free
(resp. one-to-one), then the resulting PRF family is collision-free (resp. one-to-one). However, not
any PRG imply collision-freeness of their construction. We therefore consider a particular PRG
construction. More precisely, we de ne a family of PRGs and prove that the resulting PRF is 1-1
with very high probability over the choice of the PRG.
For the de nition of the PRG family we rely on Yao's PRG: for any permutation f : f0; 1gn !
f0; 1gn and any predicate B : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g, de ne
[B; f ]m (x) = B (x); B (f (x));   ; B (f m?1 (x)):
If B is hard-core for f then [B; f ]m(x); f m(x) is a PRG.

5.1.1 A Simpli ed Variant
In Section 5.1.2 we de ne and prove our construction of a collision-free PRF tribe ensemble. In
order to illustrate the main techniques used there, let us rst describe a simpler construction. This
construction gives the weaker notion of security for PRF tribe ensembles as discussed in Remark 3.
I.e., in this construction the tribe key is also used for pseudo-randomness (and not just for collision
freeness).
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Recall that the Goldreich-Levin hard-core predicate [9] is de ned by B (x; r) = hx  y i (i.e. the
inner product mod 2 of x and r). Denote by Br the predicate Br (x) = B (x; r). Let g : f0; 1g4n !
f0; 1g4n be any one-way permutation and let ~r = r1; r2; : : :; r4n be a sequence of 4n uniformly
distributed 4n-bit strings. De ne the generator G~r : f0; 1g4n ! f0; 1g8n such that for every x the
value of G~r (x) is G~0r (x); G1(x) where

G~0r (x) = Br (x); Br (g(x));  ; Br n (g 4n?1(x))
1

2

4

and G1 (x) = g 4n(x). Based on the proof for Yao's PRG and on the Goldreich-Levin Theorem it is
not hard to see that
h~r; G~r(U4n)i n h~r; U8ni
In addition, this generator has the following properties used to show collision-freeness:
1. G1 is a permutation.
2. For any pair of 4n-bit strings x 6= y ,
Pr
fG0(x) = G~0r (y)g = 4?4n
~r ~r
This is true since for every 1  i  4n we have that g i?1 (x) 6= g i?1(y ) and therefore
Prri fBri (g i?1(x)) = Bri (g i?1(y ))g = 1=2.
We can now de ne a tribe-ensemble as follows:
Theorem 3 Let G: f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g4n be a 1-1 PRG. Let g: f0; 1g4n ! f0; 1g4n be a one-way
permutation. Let t = (~r1; : : :;~rn) be an n-tuple such that every ~ri is a sequence containing 4n
strings of 4n bits. For every 1  i  n, denote by Gi the generator G~ri (de ned above). Let
F = fFt(n)g be the tribe ensemble de ned by

fkt (x) = Gxnn (Gxnn??1 (: : : (Gx1 (G(k))))):
Then for any polynomial size adversary A,
fkt ()(t)g  PrfAg()(t)g
Pr
f
A
n t;g
t;k
1

1

where g is a uniformly chosen f0; 1gn 7! f0; 1g4n function.
Moreover, the probability (over the choice of tribe key t) that there exist k 6= k0 and x such that
fkt (x) = fkt0 (x) is at most 2?n .

Proof:(sketch) The pseudo-randomness of F is proven in essentially the same way as in [8]. To
prove collision freeness, it is enough to show that for any given pair k =
6 k0 the probability (over the

choice of tribe key t) that there exists an input x such that fkt (x) = fkt0 (x) is at most 2?3n . If this
holds we can sum over all pairs k 6= k0 (there are less then 22n of those) to conclude the theorem.
For any x such that jxj = m  n de ne fkt (x) = Gxmm (Gmxm??1 (: : : (Gx1 (G(k))))) and let S (m)
denote the statement \for every x 2 f0; 1gm, fkt (x) 6= fkt0 (x)". We prove by induction on m that
S (m) is false with probability at most 2m?4n .
The base case is obvious since fkt () = G(k) and G is 1-1. Therefore, S (0) is true with probability
1. Assume that for some 0  m < n the probability that S (m) is false is at most 2m?4n and lets show
that the probability that S (m +1) is false is at most 2m+1?4n . Since Prf:S (m +1)g  Prf:S (m)g +
Prf:S (m + 1)jS (m)g it is enough to show that Prf:S (m + 1)jS (m)g  2m?4n . So, assume that
1

12

1

S (m) indeed holds. Notice that for all x 2 f0; 1gm and b 2 f0; 1g, fkt (xb) = Gbm+1 (fkt (x)). Since
S (m) holds, for every x 2 f0; 1gm we have that fkt (x) 6= fkt0 (x). Therefore, fkt (x1) 6= fkt0 (x1)
(because G1m+1 is 1-1). In addition, Pr~rm [fkt (x0) = fkt0 (x0)] = 4?4n . Summing on all x 2 f0; 1gm
we get that the probability that for some z 2 f0; 1gm+1 we have that fkt (z ) = fkt0 (z ) is indeed
2m?4n . This completes the proof of the inductive step and of the theorem. 2
+1

Note that if one-way permutations exist then a 1-1 PRG also exist (e.g., Yao's generator with
the Goldreich-Levin hard-core bit). So in fact the only assumption made by this construction is
that one-way permutations do exist.

5.1.2 The Full-Fledged Construction
The simpli ed construction presented in the previous section achieves collision-freeness, but not
pseudo-randomness in the strong sense as de ned in De nition 4. The problem is that although
h~r; G~r(U4n)i is indistinguishable from h~r; U8ni when ~r is chosen at random, we cannot say that G~r
is a PRG for any xed ~r.
In this section we de ne a family Gp of generators such that Gp is pseudo-random for each
xed p. The construction is based again on Yao's PRG and a variant of the Goldreich-Levin
hard core predicate B (x; r) = hx  y i. Let p be a polynomial over GF(2n ). De ne the predicate
Bp : f0; 1g2n ! f0; 1g by Bp (x; r) = p(x)  r.

Lemma 3 For any non-constant polynomial p, the predicate Bp is hard-core for any padded oneway function g 0(x; r) = g (x); r.

Proof: In [9] it is proved that for p(x) = x, Bp(x; r) = x  r is hard-core for any padded one-way
function g 0. The proof is by reduction: given an algorithm that computes x  r from g (x); r with
non-negligible advantage, it is de ned an algorithm that computes x given g (x). We notice that if
the same proof is applied to an algorithm that computes Bp (x; r) = p(x)  r from g (x); r with nonnegligible advantage, the result would be an algorithm that computes p(x) given g (x). Once p(x)
is found, the value x can be computed as follows. Factor the polynomial (in y ) q (y ) = p(y ) ? p(x)
and nd all of its roots (this can be done in polynomial time because we are in a nite eld). Then
choose a root at random and output it. Since x is a root of q (y ) and the number of roots is at most
the degree of q , we output x with non-negligible probability. 2
An immediate consequence of the previous lemma is that for any padded one-way permutation

g0(x; r) = g(x); r and any non-constant polynomial p, the function Gp (x; r) = G0p(x; r)G1p(x; r),
where G0p = [Bp ; g 0]2n and G1p = (g 0)2n , is a length doubling PRG.
Let right(x; r) = r for any x; r 2 f0; 1gn. Notice that G1p is 1-1 and right(G1p(x; r)) = r. In
addition, if g has no short cycles, G0p has the following properties.

Lemma 4 Assume g has no cycles of length < 4n, and p is a random polynomial of degree < 4n.
1. for any x ; r ; x ; r 2 f0; 1gn, if (x ; r ) =
6 (x ; r ) and either r =6 0 or r =6 0 then
?n
Pr
p fGp(x ; r ) = Gp(x ; r )g = 2
1

1

2

2

1

0

1

1

2

2

0

1

1

2

2

2

2. for any x; r 2 f0; 1gn, if r 6= 0 than
0
?n
Pr
p fright(Gp (x; r)) = 0g = 2 :
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2

Proof: Let x ; r ; x ; r 2 f0; 1gn be such that (x ; r ) 6= (x ; r ) and r ; r are not both 0. Assume
wlog that r =
6 0. Notice that Gp(x ; r ) = Gp(x ; r ) i for all i = 0; : : :; 2n ? 1, p(gi(x ))  r =
i
p(g (x ))  r .
1

1

2

2

0

1

2

1

1

0

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

We consider two cases:
 If x1 = x2, than r1 6= r2 and r = r1  r2 6= 0. Notice that p(gi(x1))  r1 = p(gi(x2))  r2 i
p(g i(x1))  r = 0. Since g has no cycles of length < 2n, the values g i(x1 ) (for i = 0; : : :; 2n ? 1)
are all distinct. Therefore, when p is chosen at random among the polynomials over GF(2n )
of degree < 4n, the random variables p(g i(x1)) are independently and uniformly distributed
over f0; 1gn. It follows that the probability that p(g i(x1))  r = 0 for all i < 2n is 2?2n .
 Now assume x1 6= x2. Since g has no cycles of length < 4n, either x2 62 fgi(x1) : 0  i < 2ng or
g 2n?1(x2 ) 62 fg i(x1) : 0  i < 2ng. Assume that x2 62 fg i(x1 ) : 0  i < 2ng (the other case is
analogous). It follows that g i (x1) 6= g j (x2) for all j  i and p(g i(x1 )) is distributed randomly
and independently from p(g j (x1 )) (for all j < i) and p(g j (x2)) (for all j  i). Therefore the
events p(g i(x1 ))  r1 = p(g i(x2))  r2 are totally independent, each with probability 1=2. The
probability that p(g i(x1))  r1 = p(g i(x2))  r2 for all i < 2n is 2?2n .
This proves the rst part.
Now x x; r 2 f0; 1gn such that r 6= 0. Notice that right(Gp(x; r)) = 0 i for all i =
n; : : :; 2n ? 1, p(g i(x))  r = 0. Since g has no short cycles, all g i(x) are distinct and the p(g i(x))
are independent uniformly distributed random variables over 2n . Therefore, p(g i(x))  r = 0 for all
n  i < 2n with probability 2?n . 2
We can now de ne our PRF tribe ensemble.

Theorem 4 Let G: f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g n be a PRG, g0(x; r) = g(x); r be a padded one-way permutation over f0; 1g n and t = (p ; : : :; pn) be an n-tuple of non-constant polynomials over GF(2 n) of
6

6

1

de ne the functions Gi (x; r) = [Bpi ; g 0]6n(x; r) and

degree < 6n. For all i = 1; : : :; n
g6n(x); r.
The function ensemble fFt(n) g de ned by

0

3

Gi (x; r) =
1

fkt (x) = Gxnn (Gxnn??1 (: : : (Gx1 (G(k)))))
1

1

is a PRF tribe ensemble.
Moreover, if right(G(x)) is one-to-one and g has no cycles of length less than 12n, then Ft(n)
is 1-1 with probability at least 1 ? 2n (probability computed over the choice of tribe key t).

Proof: The proof that fFt n g is a PRF tribe ensemble is essentially the same as in [8]. Let's
( )

prove collision freeness. We rst bound the probability that Ft(n) is not one-to-one when the pi are
(possibly constant) random polynomial of degree < 6n. For any x such that jxj = m  n de ne
fkt (x) = Gxmm (Gxnn??1 (: : : (Gx1 (G(k))))) and let S (m) be the statement \for every x 2 f0; 1gm, the
function fkt (x) is 1-1 wrt k, and there exists at most one k such that right(fkt (x)) = 0". We prove
by induction on m that S (m) is false with probability at most 2m?2n ? 2m?3n?1 .
The base case is obvious because function right(fkt ()) = right(G(k)) is 1-1 and S (0) is true
with probability 1. So, assume S (m) is false with probability at most 2m?2n for some m < n
and let's bound the probability of S (m + 1). Observe that Prf:S (m + 1)g  Prf:S (m)g +
Prf:S (m + 1)jS (m)g. So, it is sucient to show that the probability Prf:S (m + 1)jS (m)g is less
than 2m?2n ? 2m?3n?1 . Assume that S (m) holds true. Notice that for all x 2 f0; 1gm and b 2 f0; 1g,
1

1
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fkt (xb) = Gbm+1 (fkt (x)). Let Ax;t = ffkt (x)jk 2 f0; 1gng. By assumption, fkt (x) is one-to-one wrt k
and there is at most one k such that right(fkt (x)) = 0. We prove that with high probability over
the choice of pm+1 , for every x and b, Gbm+1 is one-to-one on Ax;t and right(Gbm+1 (z )) = 0 for at
most one z 2 Ax;t . If b = 1 that Gbm+1 is a padded permutation and this is obviously true. So,
assume b = 0. Let's bound rst the probability that G0m+1 is not one-to-one on Ax;t . For any two
distinct k1; k2 in Ax;t PrtfGm+1 (k1) = Gm+1 (k2)g = 2?6n . Adding up over all k1; k2 2 Ax;t , we get
that G0m+1 is not one-to-one on Ax;t with probability at most 2?4n .
Now let's compute the probability that right(Gm+1 (z )) equals 0 for more than one z 2 Ax;t.
Let z 2 Ax;t and assume right(z ) =
6 0. We have Prfright(Gm+1(z)) = 0g = 2?3n. Since Ax;t
contains at most one z such that right(z ) = 0, the probability that right(G1m+1 (k)) = 0 for more
than one z 2 Ax;t is at most 2?3n (2n ? 1) = 2?2n ? 2?3n .
Adding these probabilities for all x 2 f0; 1gm we get Prf:S (m + 1)jS (m)g  2m (2?2n ? 2?3n +
?
4n
2 )  2m?2n ? 2m?3n?1 concluding the proof of the inductive step.
For m = n, the probability that f is not one-to-one when pi are randomly chosen (possibly
constant) polynomial of degree < 6n is at most 2?n ? 2?2n?1 . Notice that each polynomial pi is
constant with probability 2?3n(6n?1) ). Therefore the probability that some pi is constant is at most
n2?3n(6n?1) < 2?2n?1 , and Ft(n) is one-to-one with probability at least 1 ? 2?n . 2
We now observe that the assumptions in the previous theorem can all be reduced to the existence
of one-way permutations.
Corollary 2 If one-way permutations exist, then there is a perfect one-way hash function multivalue secure for the uniform input distribution.

Proof: We have to show how to construct a PRG G(x) and a one-way permutation g satisfying
the conditions in the above theorem. Let f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gn be a one way permutation and B

a hard core predicate for f . The function G(x) = [B; f ]5n f 5n (x) is a PRG and right(G(x)) is
one-to-one because f 5n (x) is a permutation. Now de ne g : f0; 1g3n ! f0; 1g3n as follows. For
every x1 2 f0; 1gn; x2 2 f0; 1g2n de ne g (x1; x2) = f (x1 ); ((x2 + 1) mod 22n ). It is obvious that g
is still a one-way permutation and it has no cycles of length less than 22n . 2
Notice that the output of the POW hash function obtained by the Corollary is pretty long (it is
even longer than the input). We remark that a POW hash function with short output can always
be obtained by applying a collision-resistant hash function after computing the POW hash.

6 Combining the Constructions
In this section we describe a way to combine the construction based on universal hashing (Section 4)
with the PRF-based construction (Section 5) to obtain a multi-value POW hash-function with
respect to any input distribution that has min-entropy n for all  > 0. One disadvantage of this
construction is that it only achieves the weaker notion of perfect one-wayness described in Section 3.
I.e., the perfect one-wayness of the constructed function hk relies on the random choice of the key
k (and in particular on its independence from the input-distribution). Nevertheless, such weak
POW hash-functions may still be sucient for some applications.
Combining the constructions is quite simple: Given an input string x, rst hash it as in the
construction of Sections 4 (i.e., using the composition of a 2-universal permutation with a regular
collision-resistant hash function) and then apply to the output any multi-value POW hash function
with respect to the uniform distribution (e.g., the one de ned in Sections 5). The exact statement
follows.
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Theorem 5 Let  = (n) be some positive, integer-valued function such that (n) = (n) for
some positive constant . Let H~ be a probabilistic function ensemble with key space fKn g. Let
L = fL n g be a collision-resistant regular hash function ensemble with output length (n). Finally,
let P be a 2-universal permutation ensemble. De ne the probabilistic function ensemble H with key
hk; `; i where k 2 K n ; ` 2 L n and  2 P n by hk;`; (x; r) = h~hk (`((x)); r); ri.
If H~ is multi-value POW with respect to the uniform distribution, then H is a weak multivalue POW hash-function ensemble with respect to any input distributions fXng with min-entropy
? log kXnk  2.
Proof:(Sketch) Clearly H is collision-resistant since given a hk;`; -collision (x; y; r) either ((x); (y))
( )

( )

( )

( )

is an `-collision or (`( (x)); `( (y )); r) is an ~hk -collision. We now prove perfect one-wayness. Let
fXng be a probability ensemble with min-entropy ? log kXnk  2. Let t = t(n) be some polynomial.
We show that except for negilgible probability over the choice of key hk; `;  i the following
distributions are computationally indistinguishable:
1. t independent hashes of the same message chosen from Xn :

hhk;`; (x; r ); :::; hk;`;(x; rt n )i
1

( )

2. t hashes of independently chosen messages (from Xn ):

hhk;`; (x ; r ); :::; hk;`;(xt n ; rt n )i
1

1

( )

( )

For any choice of ` we get by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that the probability over the choice of
 that (`((Xn)); U)  2?=4 is at least 1 ? 2  2?=4. Given that (`((Xn)); U) is indeed at
most 2?=4 we get that
 The statistical di erence between the results of t independent applications of hk;`; to the
same message drawn from Xn , and the results of t independent applications of ~hk to the same
message drawn from U, is at most 2?=4.
 The statistical di erence between the results of t independent applications of hk;`; to independently chosen messages in Xn , and the results of t independent applications of h~ k to
independently chosen messages in U , is at most t  2?=4.
Since H~ is multi-value POW with respect to the uniform distribution and (n) = (n ) we can
now conclude the theorem. 2
Theorem 5 and Corollary 2 imply the following two corollaries:

Corollary 3 If one-way permutations and regular collision-resistant hash function exist, then for
every constant  > 0 there is a weak multi-value POW hash function with respect to any distribution
fXng such that min-entropy(Xn) > n.
Corollary 4 If claw-free permutation pairs exist, then for every constant  > 0 there is a weak
multi-value POW hash function with respect to any distribution fXn g such that min-entropy(Xn) >

n .
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